SUMMITRIDGE RESIDENCE IMAGE SUMMARY

IMAGE 1
Site plan.

IMAGE 2
Axonometric concept sketch. The architectural volumes nestle into the hillside and are softened by the ground level plantings.

IMAGE 3
The project utilizes a number of green building principles to reduce energy and resource consumption.

IMAGE 4
Sculptural green roof plantings complement the modern architecture and provide wide safety buffers between the lounge and green roof edges.

IMAGE 5
Aerial view of the lounge and green roof.
IMAGE 6
The pool terrace at dusk.

IMAGE 7
The skyline punctuates a panoramic view from the rooftop pool terrace.

IMAGE 8
Green roof plantings line the path to the library. Overflow from the infinity edge pool above reflects the landscape onto the tall pool walls.

IMAGE 9
The first floor green roof as viewed from the library.

IMAGE 10
At the ground level, a path of decomposed granite, lined with native plantings, leads to a lookout point at the hillcrest.